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Detectionof Number or Numerousnessby Human Infants
Starkey et al. (I) reported that 7month-old infants prefer to look at a
collection of objects that corresponds
numerically to a sequence of sounds.
They interpretedtheir results as indicating that infants match the number of
objects in the visual display to the number of sounds in the auditory sequence
and that infants have mechanisms for
detecting information about number.
Starkey et al. acknowledge that their
results may reflect numerousness discrimination(discriminationof more numerous from less numerous discrete
quantities)ratherthan anythingnumerical. This possibility is minimized, however, because it is mentionedlate in the
report, whereas both the title and abstract imply numericalability. The distinction between numerousnessand numericaldeserves furtherelaboration;we
think that the infants' performancewas
more likely based on numerousnessthan
number.
Numericalabilitycan be regardedas a
continuumthat includes countingas well
as the more advanced ability to perform
operations(such as additionor subtraction). A previousattemptto describethis
continuum (2) excluded numerousness
discriminationbecause it represents a
simple perceptual ability that bears no
obvious relation to number. Numerousness discriminationis fairly common in
many species of birds, as well as in rats
and monkeys, but is rarely viewed as
evidence of numerical ability in these
species (2). Humaninfantsare also capable of numerousnessdiscrimination,but
their performanceseems to be based on
encodings of small, discrete quantities
that are not ordered in magnitude (3).
The fact that infants can match such
encodings across modality does not require the conclusion that these encodings involve eitherthe cardinalor ordinal
propertiesof number.
We do not think that numerousness
discriminationbelongs on the continuum
of numericalability. A better candidate
for the low end of the continuum is
"subitizing,"which is the consistent assignmentof a uniqueresponse (for example, a verbal label or lever press) to
a small array of discrete elements (4).
Althoughit has been arguedthat subitizing is a developmental precursor to
counting and other advanced numerical
abilities (5), numerousness discrimination does not seem to be a precursorto
anythingon the numericalabilitycontinuum.
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These criticisms do not detract from
the overallimportanceof the datareported by Starkey et al. By their use of a
cross-modal procedure, they have expandedour understandingof the rangeof
abilitiesof humaninfants. The question,
however, is what mannerof ability they
have observed.
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Davis et al. (I) conclude that our experiments on the ability of 7-month-old
infants to detect intermodalcorrespondences between the numberof items in a
visual array and the number of drumbeats they hear (2) do not demonstratea
numericalability. They suggest that the
infants responded to numerousnessbut
not to number. Their argumenthas two
premises. The first is that numerousness
discrimination"representsa simpleperceptual ability that bears no obvious
relationto number"[(1), our italics]. The
second is that numerousnessdiscrimination is too imprecise to render true numericalabstractions(3).
With respect to the first argument,
Davis et al. offer no perceptualmechanism to account for our findings.We do
(4). Detection of a correspondencemay
depend on a perceptualprocess relating
a pattern of sound to a simultaneous
pattern of visual acuity. With each
sound, infants might scan from one object to another and perceive a soundobject correspondence only if they encounter a new object with every sound.
Such a mechanism would not allow infants to detect correspondencesbetween
nonsimultaneous sounds and objects.
Should infants be able to first watch a
display of X items, then listen to sequences of X and Y drumbeats and
choose the numbersequence that corresponds to that in memory,the claim that

they are restrictedto a perceptualmechanism is ruled out. Since our infants did
matchthe numberof items they first saw
with those they later heard, they demonstrated an ability to detect numerical
correspondence,even when they had to
work from memory.
True, infants of 7 months do not have
a full range of numericalabilities. But
that they respond to one-to-one correspondence cannot be dismissed. The
presenceor absence of one-to-onecorrespondences forms the foundation of
mathematicalrelations, includingcounting and the ability to define cardinaland
ordinal number. Infants' abilities as revealed by our experimentscould form a
component numericalskill that contributes to the development of more complex numberconcepts.
Are infants' responses to numerical
displays too imprecise? By 7 or 8
months, infants can discriminatevisual
sets of one elementfrom sets of two, sets
of two from sets of three, and sets of
three from sets of four, but not sets of
four from sets of six. The numerical
differentiationsthe babies make are too
precise for Davis et al.'s mechanismof
numerousnessdiscrimination,a mechanism by which infantswould make gross
discriminationsbetween sets of few and
manyelements (3). Further,if babies are
judging relative numerousness, they
shouldbe able to discriminatefour from
six as easily as two from three, on the
basis, perhaps,of a commonratio difference in brightness or length of display
(5).
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